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Part I:  
The Case Study Importer 
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Hermés Heritage 
____________1800’s____________ 

[1801] Birth of Thierry Hermés in Krefeld, Germany 
[1837] Company established in Paris France 
[1859] Charles-Emile Hermés takes over management of workshop 
[1880] Move to 24 rue Fbg Saint Honoré 

____________1900’s____________ 
[1922] First handbags enter into the market 
[1923] Dual-handled handbag 
[1924] Handbags make their way to United States 
[1929] First women’s apparel collection show in Paris 
[1930] Open abroad in Neiman Marcus New York City 
[1946] Silk ties created 
[1948] Collection designed for Olympic games 

____________1950’s____________ 
[1951] Emile-Maurice Hermés death 
[1951] Launch of first perfume Eau d’Hermés 
[1956] Grace Kelly wears famous “Kelly Bag” 
[1970] International expansion into large and wealthy countries 
[1984] Launch of the “Birkin Bag” after actress Jane Birkin 
[1999] Hermés acquires 30% of Jean Paul Gaultier 

____________2000’s____________ 
[2006] Jean Louis Dumas retires; 1st non-family member as CEO 
[2003] Jean-Paul Gultier follows Martin Margiela as women’s RTW designer 
[2010] Jean Louis Dumas’ death 
[2010] LVMH acquires 20% of Hermés shares 
[2012] Leather forever Expo at the Royal Academy of Arts 

_____________________________ 

Fun Facts: An Hermes scarf is sold every 20 seconds | The Birkin bag has longest 
wait list for an accessory at 6 – 10 years | The length of thread necessary for making 
1,000 Hermès carrés is equal to the distance between the Earth and the Moon 
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Company Profile 
Management Body_______________________________________________ 

Axel Dumas | Chief Executive Officer 
Patric Thomas | Executive Chairman  *11,037 employed worldwide  
Pierre-Alexis Dumas | Artistic Director 

Product Mix _____________________________________________________ 

Leather goods      Saddlery 
Ready-to-Wear (Men’s/Women’s)    Footwear 
Belts       Gloves 
Hats       Silk & Textiles 
Jewelry       Tableware 

Core Competencies_______________________________________________ 

Conception, manufacturing and distribution of luxury product 

Historical and long-term strategy regarding value 

Vertically integrated business model 

Strategy of organic growth and product innovation 

Sales & Marketing________________________________________________ 

Low volume product advertising 

Corporate e-commerce and digital presence launch 2007 

Exclusive events via corporate communication and Hermés Foundation 

Distribution_____________________________________________________ 

315 exclusive stores worldwide (203 directly operated) 
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Financial Performance 

Highlights__________________________________________________ 

Hermés has seen a steady increase in sales within the last decade, most 
notably being an increase of 12% within the beginning of the 2014 fiscal 
year. The company has seen expansion in both the America’s and Chinese 
customer base as they opened their first distribution network in the 
country in Shanghai.  Each product segment has seen an increase in sales 
most notably being ready-to-wear (+12%), leather goods and saddlery 
(+15%) and fragerances (+10%).  The company looks to continually 
expand into the luxury market keeping innovation and craftsmanship at 
the forefront of every new development.  

___________________________________________________________ 

“The structure of the company allows the family to keep perfect control of the 
brand, in privileging its positioning on the long-term, even they have to forecast a 

slowdown in the short-term.” – Clemence Bounaix 
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Part II:  
The Imported Products 
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The Imported Products 
Women__________________________________________________________ 

Ready-to-Wear 
Ski 
Swimwear 
Belts 
Shoes 
Hats and Gloves 

Men ____________________________________________________________ 

Ready-to-Wear 
Ties 
Pocket Squares 
Scarves 
Mufflers 
Shoes 
Accessories 

Jewlery & Watches_______________________________________________ 

Exceptional Jewelry: Gold & diamonds 
Gold Jewelry 
Silver Jewelry 
Enamel Jewelry 
Crystal Jewelry 
Horn Jewelry 
Lacquered Jewelry 
Leather Jewelry 
Watches 

Leather__________________________________________________________ 

Bags & Luggage 
Small Leather Goods 
Writing 
Agendas 
Notebooks 
Accessories 

Fragrances_______________________________________________________ 

Home___________________________________________________________ 

Equestrian_______________________________________________________ 
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Part III:  
The Import Buying Plan 
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Step I: Country Profile|CHINA 
Social/Cultural__________________________________________________ 
The impact of socio-cultural differences must always be considered into account 
when engaging in a trade with the Chinese firms for a successful management. 
The cultural dimensions of Hofstede will be applied to help us understand and 
resolve the cross-cultural conflicts. According to Hofstede, management differs to 
some extent among the countries. By classifying the culturally based value 
systems into four dimensions: power distance, individualism/collectivism, 
masculinity/femininity, and uncertainty avoidance, he employed a problem-
solving approach in the field. First, China is centralized (in terms of power) while 
America is relatively decentralized. Second, China is high in collectivism while 
America, on the contrary is dependent on strong individualism. Third, China is 
relatively less masculine and fourth; the Chinese are relatively more risk-averse 
than the Americans. A definite understanding of these four factors would help in 
resolving certain management aspects such as cooperative strategies, conflict 
management, decision-making, work group characteristics and motivation 
systems. Along with these, Confucianism, the official ethical system of China, 
which demands for a high moral and ethical conduct, makes it easy for the 
cooperation between management and labor. 

Geography_______________________________________________________ 
One of the most important factors is geography, where the country is in the 
world and climate. China has three of the world’s busiest ports with which you 
have access to the coast making it a less expensive option to trade with when 
compared to landlocked or mountainous countries. The climate is relatively not 
as seen in the extremes compared to the United States. Also, the environmental 
stability in China is an important factor to consider. 

Political_________________________________________________________ 
The overcautious stance of China on the free market arena is primarily attributed 
to their bureaucratic system. This also explains the high degree of reluctance 
towards foreign trade both in the past and the present. Although, this is easing up 
a little lately – the Government still exerts its influence over foreign investments 
to protect its ethnocentric virtues. The Chinese legal system reflects its political 
system in that it is still suspicious of foreign investors and supports domestic 
businesses.  

Economic________________________________________________________ 
China is one of the fastest growing economies and recently surpassed the United 
States economy to become the largest in the world. The material prices in North 
America have been affected by this market expansion too. 
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Step I: Country Profile 
Labor___________________________________________________________ 

While the majority of the workforce may not be as skilled as that of United 
States, their pay levels are much lower which is an instant investment attraction 
for western based companies. Their commitment to a single employer is valued 
less to that of their family. They encourage faster and open communication while 
placing short-term goals at high regard. Also, Americans are more likely to give 
rule-based justifications while Chinese are more likely to give compromise based 
justifications which can be attributed to their more risk-aversion factor. 

Products_________________________________________________________ 

Manufacturing products ranges from a little investment in training the workforce 
to acquiring the resources and the machinery. While it’s relatively less ‘naturally’ 
resourceful, it has the ‘resources’ to acquire them. The labor, even though as not 
as highly skilled can be trained to work according to the requirements since the 
strength is never a problem. 

Transportation___________________________________________________ 

Although, the transportation is seen as a place to expect savings in China, it’s 
often the other way around. “Combine an immature IT infrastructure with costly 
inland transportation and the high price of land to build logistic hubs, and the 
savings companies expect may fall short. When you get into the logistics cost per 
gross domestic product in China versus Europe, Japan, or the United States, it’s 
much higher,” says Bill Gordon, director of supply chain in Asia-Pacific at 
Caterpillar Logistics 
Services, Inc. The 
logistic issues can be 
attributed to the low-
skilled workers, the 
price sensitive market or 
the Chinese extensive 
governance policies. 
Employing a complex 
web of logistical support 
and carefully 
monitoring it might 
resolve these issues. 
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Step I: Country Profile 
Business Climate_________________________________________________ 

The meteoric growth of China’s economy in the past few decades wouldn’t have 
been possible if not for the careful respect of its culture and interests. 
Understanding the challenges, appreciating the differences, being adaptive and 
agile, collaborating and competing with the domestic allies comprise the major 
aspects of their business climate. 

Effects of Quota Removal_________________________________________ 

On January 1, 2005, in accordance with the World Trade Organization, or the 
WTO, Agreement on Textiles and Clothing, the import quotas on textiles and 
clothing manufactured by countries that are members of the WTO were 
eliminated. Subsequently, the United States and Europe experienced a surge of 
imported goods from China, a country that benefited from the removal of the 
quotas. In response, the United States initially implemented new quotas against 
various textile and apparel items from China and ultimately negotiated an 
agreement with the Chinese government. The agreement between the United 
States and China went into effect in November 2005 and continued in effect 
through December 31, 2008. During that time, China has agreed to specified 
quota limits on most textile and apparel products, and the United States has 
agreed to use restraint in exercising its right to impose additional safeguards. 
Lately after the revision of the textile deal, a greater predictability for both 
Chinese exporters and US importers has been possible. 
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Step II: Country Analysis 

Economies of Scale__________________________________________ 

Analyzing the groups Activity by Sector & Activity by Geographical Zone, 
Leather Handbags sold in Asia are a logical sector to target for improving 
margins. 

Labor Costs________________________________________________ 

The group currently manufactures its Leather Handbags in France. 
French direct pay for time worked in manufacturing is ~$21/hr., and this 
constitutes ~20% the company’s revenue. Compare that to ~4% @ 
~$2/hr. China direct pay for time worked in manufacturing. There is a 
huge labor cost savings potential. Fashion is a bottom-line-focused business 
and Chinese factories present an opportunity to save money that’s too 
difficult to resist. 

___________________________________________________________ 
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Step II: Country Analysis 

Code of Good Conduct____________________________________________ 

The Hermès Group strives to be a model example of human rights and fair labor 
practices throughout its business activities. The Hermès Group has implemented 
the Hermès Group Code of Good Conduct for its suppliers based on the Social 
Accountability International (SAI) SA8000 Standard. China has one the highest 
# of Facilities with this Certification. 

Duties & Freight_________________________________________________ 

Production in China will eliminate the duties paid for sales in China, which is one 
of the biggest markets. Importing into France/E.U. will now incur Duties, but it’s 
only 3% compared to 10% the other way. Freight to Japan, one of the major 
markets, will reduce due to the proximity to China. 

Logistics________________________________________________________ 

Most of the shipments are air freight to individual consumers using 3rd party 
courier services like FedEx, UPS, DHL, etc. China has excellent logistical 
infrastructure of airports to server the groups primary markets. 

___________________________________________________________ 
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Step II: Country Analysis 
Intellectual Property_____________________________________________ 

Hermès long-term strategy is based on creativity, maintaining control over its 
know-how and protecting its supply sources. 

The market is big in China for Hermès Leather Handbags. The product is a 
labor-intensive, assembled product. With transportation and duties, the imported 
price is already pretty high. And given the high labor content, there’s plenty of 
room for a Chinese company to reverse engineer the product and sell it for a 
great deal less. So it’s better to start producing there. 

China has the infrastructure to Protect Intellectual Property Rights by registering 
Patents and Trademarks. The group also needs to make sure that there is clear 
contractual protection for all aspects of IP, including clauses on ownership rights 
and use limitations on partners, distributors, licensees or employees. 

One strategy to protect its Intellectual Property would be to build a state-of-the-
art factory for authentic goods. Setting up a wholly owned foreign company to 
manufacture the product, rather than entering into a joint venture, provides 
more control over who has access to the technology and know-how. 

Another strategy for IP protection would be to break the manufacturing process 
into several discrete operations that are located in different facilities to prevent 
any single group of employees from seeing the whole process. The group should 
continue to source the leather from Europe and maintain the Grading & 
Marking operations in France as tanned hides (4104.41.1020 & 4104.41.1040) 
have 0% import duty into China. 

Brand Value Dilution_____________________________________________ 

Historically, the fashion industry has been Euro-centric, with “Made in China” 
having negative connotations of low quality mass-production. However, over the 
past 10 years, the stigma is slowly being erased, as European workers are brought 
in to teach traditional techniques to local craftsmen. The group is mindful of this, 
and have strategically distinguished the “Made in China” brand from the parent 
Hermès brand under the umbrella of the new Shang Xia brand. to bring the 
excellence of Chinese and other Asian craftsmanship into contemporary lifestyle 
through the encounter of heritage and innovation. 

We believe that the above sourcing strategy aligns well with the consumption 
boom in the Asian economies, thus justifying Hermès’ decision to manufacture 
Leather Handbags in China. 
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Step II: Country Analysis 
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Step III: Business Etiquette 
Etiquette___________________________________________________ 

With over 4,000 years of history, China has become one of the oldest 
civilizations in the world. With such an established history, there are 
specific manners in which indivudals conduct themselves espeically when 
conducting business. Thus it is imperaitve that those visitng the country 
are aware of these expectations. 

Dress 
Men are expected to wear subtle colored suits, while women are frowned 
upon when wearing heels or short sleeved blouses as it is a conservative 
nation. Dress formally for conducting business, in addition to keeping 
ensemble sophisticated and conservative. 
 
Communication & Gestures 
Large hand movements and personal contact with Chinese indivudials is 
considered inappropriate, in addition to pointing. When greeting 
individuals in this country bowing or nodding is regarded as respectful, 
greetings are formal and the oldest individual is expected to be greeted 
first in addition to introduce themselves first. Additionally, handshakes are 
common when conducting business as the Chinese have adopted this from 
the Western world. 
 
Dining 
Dining is typically done so in public as the Chinese hold hteir homes in 
very high regard, thus if you are invitied to ones home it is a very big 
honor. Wearing shoes in a home is not appropriate so it is important to 
take notice of the etiquette while visiting a home or public place. Learning 
the manners in which the Chinese eat is incredbily respectful so learning 
to use chopsticks and allowing the host to begin eating first is traditional.  
It is polite to try everything provided, and eat at a slow pace. Unlike the 
United States it is incredbily disrespectful to tip at a server.  

_________________________________________________________________ 
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Step III: Business Etiquette 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Gift Giving 
One of the most delicate 
issues includes gift giving 
as there are many 
regulations and 
exepctations to follow 
when doing so in China it 
is important to look into 
the persons religious 
background before doing 
so, if giving a gift always 
do so with two hands. 
Though it is a delicate subject gift giving in the chinese culture is very 
common, it is done at the introductory meeting, avoid giving clocks, sissors 
and wrapping items in white or black paper. 

Negotiations 
Decisions are made very slowly as many Chinese consult with the stars or 
wait for a “lucky day” to make impactful decisions. When negotiating with 
the Chinese it is important to put the senior members in charge, they are 
done so in a process driven manner. The Chinese take their time in 
making decisions and regard business dealings as representative of their 
country. 

Business Regard 

This country holds respect and loyalty in the highest regard, it is 
imperative to research the manners in which Chinese individuals typically 
deal with foreigners. Additionally, timeliness is incredibly important as it 
shows a sense of respect as does disregarding business deals over meals. 
When giving or receiving business cards, act in a way similar to 
introducing yourself most the individual with most seniority begins the 
gesture. In addition it is polite to allow the Chinese conducting business to 
leave the meeting first. 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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Step IV: Importing, Trade 
Agreements, Laws & Policies  

Trade Agreements with the United States_____________________ 

China is a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO). The United 
States and China engage in a range of formal and informal bilateral 
meetings, including numerous working groups and dialogues under the 
auspices of the U.S.-China Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade 
(JCCT) and the U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue (S&ED). 
Negotiations are ongoing towards negotiate a high-standard Bilateral 
Investment Treaty (BIT), but this has not been finalized yet. 

[https://ustr.gov/countries-regions/china-mongolia-taiwan/peoples-
republic-china] 

Laws of the U.S. affecting Importation of Leather Handbags____ 

There are no restrictions on the Importation of Leather Handbags under 
Import Classification 4202.21.9000. 

___________________________________________________________ 
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Step V: Classifying the Import  

Import Classification_______________________________________ 

The following is a breakdown of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) 
Hermès Leather Handbags: 

Chapter:  42 - Articles of leather; saddlery and harness; travel goods, 
handbags and similar containers; articles of animal gut (other than 
silkworm gut). 

Heading: 4202 - Trunks, suitcases, vanity cases, attaché cases, briefcases, 
school satchels, spectacle cases, binocular cases, camera cases, musical 
instrument cases, gun cases, holsters and similar containers. 

Subheading: 4202.21 - Handbags, whether or not with shoulder strap, 
including those without handle, with outer surface of leather or of 
composition leather. 

Tariff item: 4202.21.9000 - Valued over $20 each. 
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Step VI: Cost Sheet 
Bolide – Extra Large – Lacquer 

H066469CK3M – Made in France 

STYLE # Description:

COMPONENT COSTS: Yds/Qty Unit Prc $ Amt
Leather:
Shell - Taurillon Sikkam - Lacquer Red 0.55 135.00$     $74.19

Lining - Goatskin - Lacquer Red 0.55 90.00$       $49.46

(TOTAL LEATHER) 1.0991512 $123.65
Trims:
Hardware - Zipper - Steel - Silver, Palladium 1 30.00$       $30.00

Hardware - Lock - Steel - Silver, Palladium 1 30.00$       $30.00

(TOTAL TRIMS) 2 $60.00
CMT COSTS:
Grading: 2 42.12$       $84.24
Marking: 2 42.12$       $84.24
Cutting: 4 42.12$       $168.48
Make Charges: 24 42.12$       $1,010.88

QE/Bag & Tag 2 42.12$       $84.24

(TOTAL LABOR) 34 $1,432.08
PACKING MATERIALS:
Tissue 1 10.00$       $10.00
Drawstring Canvas Storage Bag 1 30.00$       $30.00
Transportation Box 1 30.00$       $30.00

                       (TOTAL PACKING) 3 $70.00
(TOTAL COST): $1,685.73

COMMISSION $350.00
COMMISSION MARGIN 5%
RETAIL PRICE 7,000.00$    
RETAIL MARGIN 71%

COST SHEET

Front

Side

H066469CK3M Bolide - Extra Large
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Step VI: Cost Sheet 
Bourlinguee – Sanguine  

H065869CPAB – Made in France 

STYLE # H065869CPAB Description:

COMPONENT COSTS: Yds/Qty Unit Prc $ Amt
Leather:
Shell - Taurillon Clemence - Sanguine 0.26 135.00$    $34.53

Lining - Goatskin - Sanguine 0.26 90.00$      $23.02

Strap - Wool - Jaipur Pink 0.11 80.00$      $8.89

(TOTAL LEATHER) 0.6226852 $66.44
Trims:
Hardware - Zipper - Brass - Permabrass 1 15.00$      $15.00

Hardware - Clasp - Brass - Permabrass 1 15.00$      $15.00

Hardware - Strap - Brass - Permabrass 1 15.00$      $15.00

(TOTAL TRIMS) 3 $45.00
CMT COSTS:
Grading: 2 42.12$      $84.24
Marking: 2 42.12$      $84.24
Cutting: 4 42.12$      $168.48
Make Charges: 20 42.12$      $842.40

QE/Bag & Tag 2 42.12$      $84.24

(TOTAL LABOR) 30 $1,263.60
PACKING MATERIALS:
Tissue 1 10.00$      $10.00
Drawstring Canvas Storage Bag 1 30.00$      $30.00
Transportation Box 1 30.00$      $30.00

                       (TOTAL PACKING) 3 $70.00
(TOTAL COST): $1,445.04

COMMISSION $307.50
COMMISSION MARGIN 5%
RETAIL PRICE 6,150.00$    
RETAIL MARGIN 72%

COST SHEET

Front

Back

Bourlingue
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Step VI: Cost Sheet 
Bolide – Extra Large – Lacquer 

H066469CK3M–CN – Made in China 

STYLE # Description:

COMPONENT COSTS: Yds/Qty Unit Prc $ Amt
Leather:
Shell - Taurillon Sikkam - Lacquer Red 0.55 135.00$     $74.19

Lining - Goatskin - Lacquer Red 0.55 90.00$       $49.46

(TOTAL LEATHER) 1.0991512 $123.65
Trims:
Hardware - Zipper - Steel - Silver, Palladium 1 15.00$       $15.00

Hardware - Lock - Steel - Silver, Palladium 1 15.00$       $15.00

(TOTAL TRIMS) 2 $30.00
CMT COSTS:
Grading: 2 42.12$       $84.24
Marking: 2 42.12$       $84.24
Cutting: 4 3.48$         $13.92
Make Charges: 24 3.48$         $83.52

QE/Bag & Tag 2 3.48$         $6.96

(TOTAL LABOR) 34 $272.88
PACKING MATERIALS:
Tissue 1 5.00$         $5.00
Drawstring Canvas Storage Bag 1 15.00$       $15.00
Transportation Box 1 15.00$       $15.00

                       (TOTAL PACKING) 3 $35.00
(TOTAL COST): $461.53

COMMISSION $350.00
COMMISSION MARGIN 5%
RETAIL PRICE 7,000.00$    
RETAIL MARGIN 88%

COST SHEET

H066469CK3M Bolide - Extra Large

Front

Side
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Step VI: Cost Sheet 
Bourlingue – Sanguine 

H065869CPAB –CN – Made in China 

STYLE # H065869CPAB Description:

COMPONENT COSTS: Yds/Qty Unit Prc $ Amt
Leather:
Shell - Taurillon Clemence - Sanguine 0.26 135.00$    $34.53

Lining - Goatskin - Sanguine 0.26 90.00$      $23.02

Strap - Wool - Jaipur Pink 0.11 80.00$      $8.89

(TOTAL LEATHER) 0.6226852 $66.44
Trims:
Hardware - Zipper - Brass - Permabrass 1 7.50$        $7.50

Hardware - Clasp - Brass - Permabrass 1 7.50$        $7.50

Hardware - Strap - Brass - Permabrass 1 7.50$        $7.50

(TOTAL TRIMS) 3 $22.50
CMT COSTS:
Grading: 2 42.12$      $84.24
Marking: 2 42.12$      $84.24
Cutting: 4 3.48$        $13.92
Make Charges: 20 3.48$        $69.60

QE/Bag & Tag 2 3.48$        $6.96

(TOTAL LABOR) 30 $258.96
PACKING MATERIALS:
Tissue 1 5.00$        $5.00
Drawstring Canvas Storage Bag 1 15.00$      $15.00
Transportation Box 1 15.00$      $15.00

                       (TOTAL PACKING) 3 $35.00
(TOTAL COST): $382.90

COMMISSION $307.50
COMMISSION MARGIN 5%
RETAIL PRICE 6,150.00$    
RETAIL MARGIN 89%

COST SHEET

Bourlingue

Front

Back
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Step VII: Shipping Route  

Air Freight_______________________________________________________ 

Type of carrier: Corrugated Card Box Carton 

Number of carriers: 1 

Space needed in air freight: 0.06 C.B.M. 

Cost: $150 

Timelines Air: ~3 Business Days 

Maps____________________________________________________________ 

Shipping Map of Manufacturer 

Shipping and Airports Route from the country to the U.S. 

 
_________________________________________________________________ 
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Step VIII: Finalize Entry Process  

Manufacturers Documents________________________________________ 

The courier company acts as the import broker, and thus all Importer’s 
Documents & Freight Carrier’s Documents are handled by them, and don’t need 
to be developed by the Hermès group. 

The import Incoterms are DDP, and the consumer has already prepaid for the 
product at the time or purchase, thus there are no Banking Documents required 
for import. 

Packing List_____________________________________________________ 

Tracking)#: 1234)5678)9123

Date: 3/9/15

Qty: 1

G.W. 2 KG

N.W. 1.5 KG

Volume 0.06 CBM

Order%# Item Description Shipped

ABC123DEF456 H066469CK3M Bolide - Extra Large - Lacquer Red 1

PACKING)LIST

Ship%From:
Hermès)China)Co.,)Ltd.

Ship%To:
SCAD)Atlanta
1600)Peachtree)St.)N.E.
Atlanta,)GA))30309,)U.S.A.
Tel):)+1X877X722X3285

No)233,)Middle)Huaihai)Road
Shanghai)200000,)CHINA
Tel):)+86X21X8017X9777
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Step VIII: Finalize Entry Process  

Commercial Invoice _________________________________________________________	  

Tracking)#: 1234)5678)9012

Date: 3/9/15

Currency: USD

Qty: 1

G.W. 2 KG

N.W. 1.5 KG

Volume 0.06 CBM

Terms)of)Sale DDP

Ship%To:
SCAD)Atlanta

1600)Peachtree)St.)N.E.

Atlanta,)GA))30309,)U.S.A.

Tel):)+1P877P722P3285

Broker: FedEx

Total%
Pieces%
Shipped %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%1%

Total%
Invoice%
Value %$%%%%%%%7,000%

Item Description HTSUS%Description HTSUS
Country%
of%Origin Shipped

Unit%Value%
(USD)

Total%Value%
(USD)

H066469CK3M Bolide - Extra Large - Lacquer Red HANDBAG)WITH)OUTER)SURFACE)OF)LEATHER)VALUED)OVER)$20)EACH. 4202.21.9000 China 1 7,000.00$))))) $7,000.00

______________________________________________________

Importer%Of%Record:

I)declare)all)information)in)this)invoice)to)be)true)and)correct.

COMMERCIAL)INVOICE

Hermès)China)Co.,)Ltd.

No)233,)Middle)Huaihai)Road

Ship%From:

Shanghai)200000,)CHINA

Tel):)+86P21P8017P9777

SCAD)Atlanta

1600)Peachtree)St.)N.E.

Atlanta,)GA))30309,)U.S.A.

Tel):)+1P877P722P3285
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